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By the Blood of Heroes Jan 26 2022 “Joe Nassise has raised the bar for the whole genre.” —Jonathan Maberry, New York Times bestselling author of
The Dragon Factory Combine the take-no-prisoners heroic grit of Quentin Tarantino’s Inglorious Basterds with the irreverent inventiveness of George
A. Romero’s Dawn of the Dead, set it on the blood-and-gore-soaked European battlefields of World War One, and you get By the Blood of Heroes, a
wildly imaginative alternate history zombie novel by acclaimed urban fantasy author Joseph Nassise. When the German high command employs a
terrible new chemical weapon that reanimates the dead, Allied forces must take on the Kaiser’s zombie army in order to rescue a downed American
flying ace in the first book of Nassise’s The Great Undead War saga. By the Blood of Heroes is a deliciously gruesome adventure that horror and
alternate history lovers, steampunk aficionados, and fans of such zombie-centric offerings as TV’s The Walking Dead, popular literature’s World War
Z, Pride and Prejudice and Zombies, and Zombie Haiku, and the Resident Evil video game and film series will eagerly devour.
Zombie Lover Oct 23 2021 Brianna, a beautiful young Black girl, unfortunately attracts the attention of King Xeth, ruler of Xanth's zombies, who
wants to make her his queen
The Undead. Day Four Jun 26 2019 THE UNDEAD. THE UK's #1 HORROR SERIES BY WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLING AUTHOR RR
HAYWOOD.The Undead Day Four. A deadly infection spreads across Europe.The Undead Series: A terrifying account of one man desperately
struggling to survive this harrowing event.
Stink and the Midnight Zombie Walk Jul 08 2020 Stink and his friends try to earn money to buy the latest book in the Nightmare on Zombie Street
series and go to the book release party.
Dead, Undead, Or Somewhere in Between Mar 28 2022 One bad corpse can ruin your whole day. Rhiannon's Law, Book 1 After leaving the flash
and sass of Miami for the no-nonsense groove of New York, Rhiannon Murphy is eager for a clean slate and fresh start. A bartender by trade, a loud
mouth by choice, and a necromancer by chance, she's managed to keep her nasty habit of seeing dead people hidden from those around her-until now.
The dangerous and deliciously sexy vampire, Disco, knows her secret. When he strolls into her club to ask for help investigating the mysterious
disappearances of his kind, she quickly gets the vibe that he's not exactly the kind of guy you tell no. Yet in a world where vampires peddle their blood
as the latest and greatest drug of choice, it's only a matter of time before the next big thing hits the market. Someone is killing vampires to steal their
hearts and, unlike Rhiannon, this isn't their first stroll around the undead block. Warning: Includes violence, strong language, and references to sexual
abuse that may disturb some readers. Oblique references to '80s films are hidden here and there, which could result in tickling your geek-like fancy.
The Undead Day One Sep 21 2021 An infection spreads across Europe. The Undead Day One is a terrifying account of one man desperately
struggling to survive this harrowing event.
Warped Mourning Jan 14 2021 After Stalin's death in 1953, the Soviet Union dismantled the enormous system of terror and torture that he had created.
But there has never been any Russian ban on former party functionaries, nor any external authority to dispense justice. Memorials to the Soviet victims
are inadequate, and their families have received no significant compensation. This book's premise is that late Soviet and post-Soviet culture, haunted
by its past, has produced a unique set of memorial practices. More than twenty years after the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia remains "the land of
the unburied": the events of the mid-twentieth century are still very much alive, and still contentious. Alexander Etkind shows how post-Soviet Russia
has turned the painful process of mastering the past into an important part of its political present.
Heir Apparent Jan 02 2020 Trapped in the dangerous game of Heir Apparent, Giannine is forced to obtain a magic ring, find stolen treasure, solve the
dwarf's stupid riddles, and slay a dragon--among other challenges--in order to survive. 20,000 first printing.
You are So Undead to Me Mar 04 2020 Megan Berry, a Carol, Arkansas, high school student who can communicate with the Undead, must team up
with her childhood friend Ethan to save homecoming from an army of flesh-hungry zombies.
Chronicles of the Undead Feb 24 2022 Family Secrets. Three generations of one family share their intimacies with the world of the vampire. Inside
the personal journals of the Harrington family a dark and dangerous odyssey unfolds. Three members of this tormented family, Samuel, his son
Edmund, and Edmund's daughter Charlotte, struggle during the 18th and 19th century in London, England, as the lives of this family intersects with
supernatural forces. Two intriguing vampires befriend, manipulate and play with all three souls, altering their lives forever. Their fears, private
confidences, and weaknesses are revealed on the pages as one selfish act ends in horrific tragedy, with far-reaching consequences. Find out who
succumbs to the seduction and danger of the vampire, and who grapples to combat the evil influence that permeates their lives. Content may not be
suitable for children.
Goth Jun 06 2020 Since it first emerged from Britain’s punk-rock scene in the late 1970s, goth subculture has haunted postmodern culture and society,
reinventing itself inside and against the mainstream. Goth: Undead Subculture is the first collection of scholarly essays devoted to this enduring yet
little examined cultural phenomenon. Twenty-three essays from various disciplines explore the music, cinema, television, fashion, literature, aesthetics,
and fandoms associated with the subculture. They examine goth’s many dimensions—including its melancholy, androgyny, spirituality, and
perversity—and take readers inside locations in Los Angeles, Austin, Leeds, London, Buffalo, New York City, and Sydney. A number of the
contributors are or have been participants in the subculture, and several draw on their own experiences. The volume’s editors provide a rich history of
goth, describing its play of resistance and consumerism; its impact on class, race, and gender; and its distinctive features as an “undead” subculture in
light of post-subculture studies and other critical approaches. The essays include an interview with the distinguished fashion historian Valerie Steele;
analyses of novels by Anne Rice, Poppy Z. Brite, and Nick Cave; discussions of goths on the Internet; and readings of iconic goth texts from Bram

Stoker’s Dracula to James O’Barr’s graphic novel The Crow. Other essays focus on gothic music, including seminal precursors such as Joy Division
and David Bowie, and goth-influenced performers such as the Cure, Nine Inch Nails, and Marilyn Manson. Gothic sexuality is explored in multiple
ways, the subjects ranging from the San Francisco queercore scene of the 1980s to the increasing influence of fetishism and fetish play. Together these
essays demonstrate that while its participants are often middle-class suburbanites, goth blurs normalizing boundaries even as it appears as an
everlasting shadow of late capitalism. Contributors: Heather Arnet, Michael Bibby, Jessica Burstein, Angel M. Butts, Michael du Plessis, Jason
Friedman, Nancy Gagnier, Ken Gelder, Lauren M. E. Goodlad, Joshua Gunn, Trevor Holmes, Paul Hodkinson, David Lenson, Robert Markley, Mark
Nowak, Anna Powell, Kristen Schilt, Rebecca Schraffenberger, David Shumway, Carol Siegel, Catherine Spooner, Lauren Stasiak, Jeffrey Andrew
Weinstock
The Undead Twenty Three: The Fort Nov 04 2022 THE UK'S BEST-SELLING HORROR SERIESThe Undead Twenty Three: The FortBy
Washington Post best-selling author RR Haywood, author of the smash-hit time travel series - ExtractedA deadly infection spreads across Europe.The
Undead Series: A terrifying account of one man desperately struggling to survive this harrowing event
Sherlock Holmes and the Case of the Undead Client Aug 28 2019 Sherlock Holmes has only been deceased a month when Dr. John Watson, still
grieving, recounts his final case with Holmes. A terrifying mystery, it sends Watson and Holmes into the dark reaches of London's back alleys - and
the human soul. It begins when Anne Prescott, a lovely Scottish nurse, begs Sherlock Holmes and Watson to help her find her fiancé and her sister,
who have gone missing in the teeming streets of London. Immediately, Watson feels an attraction to her that shocks him. Newly married to Mary, and
deeply in love with her, he struggles to put Anne out of his mind. As Watson and Holmes dig into the slums and sewers of London looking for Anne's
fiancé and sister, they uncover a deadly web of bloody murders, horrific medical experiments, and even voodoo ritual that threatens not only London,
but the entire British empire, and beyond. Watson must call on his unique combination of expertise in the medical sciences, as well as his military
training to stop this killer before London --and Anne -- are lost to the killer's bloody plan. But time is short and the mystery ever more complex. How
can he manage his feelings for Anne? What about his loyalty to Mary? He can't have both.
Undead and Unemployed Oct 03 2022 Betsy Taylor, Queen of the undead, has snagged a dream job in a shoe store (just like a normal person!). But
when vampires start getting killed off, Betsy enlists the help of the sexy vampire Sinclair. Now she's really treading dangerous ground-but this time in
brand-new high heels.
Plague of the Undead Dec 25 2021 A Handful Of Survivors For thirty years, they have avoided the outbreak of walking death that has consumed
America's heartland. They have secured a small compound near the ruins of Tulsa, Oklahoma. Isolated from the world. Immune to the horror.
Blissfully unaware of what lies outside in the region known as the Dead Lands. Until now. . . A New Generation Of Explorers Led by a military vet
who's seen better days, the inexperienced offspring of the original survivors form a small expedition to explore the wastelands around them. A
biologist, an anthropologist, a photographer, a salvage expert--all are hoping to build a new future from the rubble, which they call the "Dead Lands."
Until all hell breaks loose. . . A Land Of Death The infected are still out there. Stalking. Feeding. Spreading like a virus. Wild animals roam the
countryside, hunting prey. Small pockets of humanity hide in the shadows: some scared, some mad, all dangerous. This is the New World. If the
explorers want it, they'll have to take it. Dead or alive. . . Praise for Joe McKinney's novels "A merciless, fast-paced and genuinely scary read that will
leave you absolutely breathless." --Bram Stoker Award-winning author Brian Keene on Dead City "A rising star on the horror scene." --Fearnet.com
Zombies in Western Culture Aug 21 2021 Why has the zombie become such a pervasive figure in twenty-first-century popular culture? John
Vervaeke, Christopher Mastropietro and Filip Miscevic seek to answer this question by arguing that particular aspects of the zombie, common to a
variety of media forms, reflect a crisis in modern Western culture. The authors examine the essential features of the zombie, including mindlessness,
ugliness and homelessness, and argue that these reflect the outlook of the contemporary West and its attendant zeitgeists of anxiety, alienation,
disconnection and disenfranchisement. They trace the relationship between zombies and the theme of secular apocalypse, demonstrating that the
zombie draws its power from being a perversion of the Christian mythos of death and resurrection. Symbolic of a lost Christian worldview, the zombie
represents a world that can no longer explain itself, nor provide us with instructions for how to live within it. The concept of 'domicide' or the
destruction of home is developed to describe the modern crisis of meaning that the zombie both represents and reflects. This is illustrated using case
studies including the relocation of the Anishinaabe of the Grassy Narrows First Nation, and the upheaval of population displacement in the Hellenistic
period. Finally, the authors invoke and reformulate symbols of the four horseman of the apocalypse as rhetorical analogues to frame those aspects of
contemporary collapse that elucidate the horror of the zombie. Zombies in Western Culture: A Twenty-First Century Crisis is required reading for
anyone interested in the phenomenon of zombies in contemporary culture. It will also be of interest to an interdisciplinary audience including students
and scholars of culture studies, semiotics, philosophy, religious studies, eschatology, anthropology, Jungian studies, and sociology.
Ground Zero May 06 2020 "This is exactly the kind of intelligent, action-packed zombie thriller that fans of DJ Molles and Max Brooks will love!" ZombieBookBlog Aboard a freighter bound for Baltimore harbor, an Iranian terrorist prepares to unleash an unimaginable horror upon the United
States. The 'Wrath' is an undead plague - an infection that consumes its victims with a maddening rage and turns them into mindless blood-thirsty
killers. Jack Cutter is just an ordinary guy dealing with a dreadful guilt when the virus tears through his home town. Before it's too late, Cutter will
have to find a way to survive, and find a reason fight: HIS REDEMPTION.
Undead Apocalyse Sep 02 2022 Explores the intersection of the vampire and zombie with 21st Century dystopian and post-apocalyptic
cinemaTwenty-first century film and television is overwhelmed with images of the undead. Vampires and zombies have often been seen as
oppositional: one alluring, the other repellant; one seductive, the other infectious. With case studies of films like I Am Legend and 28 Days Later, as
well as TV programmes like Angel and The Walking Dead, this book challenges these popular assumptions and reveals the increasing interconnection
of undead genres. Exploring how the figure of the vampire has been infused with the language of science, disease and apocalypse, while the zombie
text has increasingly been influenced by the trope of the areluctant vampire, Stacey Abbott shows how both archetypes are actually two sides of the
same undead coin. When considered together they present a dystopian, sometimes apocalyptic, vision of twenty-first century existence.Key
featuresRather than seeing them as separate or oppositional, this book explores the intersection and dialogue between the vampire and zombie across
film and televisionMuch contemporary scholarship on the vampire focuses on Dark Romance, while this book explores the more horror-based end of
the genreOffers a detailed discussion of the development of zombie televisionProvides a detailed examination of Richard Mathesons I Am Legend,
including the novel, the script, the adaptations and the BBFCs response to Mathesons script
Destiny Apr 04 2020 Zach Gunderson is still reeling after the brutal massacre of most of his loved ones and the abduction of his two children. There is
only one person in his life now, Kelly, the sole survivor of the massacre. In spite of her steadfast devotion, Zach finds himself questioning the purpose
of trying to survive in a post-apocalyptic world.
The Girl With All the Gifts Oct 30 2019 In the ruins of civilization, a young girl's kindness and capacity for love will either save humanity -- or wipe
it out in this USA Today bestselling thriller Joss Whedon calls "heartfelt, remorseless, and painfully human." Melanie is a very special girl. Dr
Caldwell calls her "our little genius." Every morning, Melanie waits in her cell to be collected for class. When they come for her, Sergeant keeps his
gun pointed at her while two of his people strap her into the wheelchair. She thinks they don't like her. She jokes that she won't bite, but they don't
laugh.
Field of Blood Aug 01 2022 Judas hung himself in a place known as the Akeldama or Field of Blood. But what if his death didn't end his betrayal?
What if his tainted blood seeped deep into the earth, into burial caves, causing a counterfeit resurrection of the dead? Gina Lazarescu, a Romanian girl
with a scarred past, has no idea she is being sought by the undead. The Collectors, those released from the Akeldama, feed on souls and human blood.
But there are also the Nistarim, those who rose from their graves in the shadow of the Nazarene's crucifixion--and they still walk among us, immortal,

left to protect mankind. Gina realizes her future will depend on her understanding of the past, yet how can she protect herself from Collectors who have
already died once but still live? The Jerusalem's Undead Trilogy takes readers on a riveting journey, as imaginative fiction melds with biblical and
archaeological history.
Zombie Theory Mar 16 2021 Zombies first shuffled across movie screens in 1932 in the low-budget Hollywood film White Zombie and were
reimagined as undead flesh-eaters in George A. Romero’s The Night of the Living Dead almost four decades later. Today, zombies are omnipresent in
global popular culture, from video games and top-rated cable shows in the United States to comic books and other visual art forms to low-budget films
from Cuba and the Philippines. The zombie’s ability to embody a variety of cultural anxieties—ecological disaster, social and economic collapse,
political extremism—has ensured its continued relevance and legibility, and has precipitated an unprecedented deluge of international scholarship.
Zombie studies manifested across academic disciplines in the humanities but also beyond, spreading into sociology, economics, computer science,
mathematics, and even epidemiology. Zombie Theory collects the best interdisciplinary zombie scholarship from around the world. Essays portray the
zombie not as a singular cultural figure or myth but show how the undead represent larger issues: the belief in an afterlife, fears of contagion and
technology, the effect of capitalism and commodification, racial exclusion and oppression, dehumanization. As presented here, zombies are not simple
metaphors; rather, they emerge as a critical mode for theoretical work. With its diverse disciplinary and methodological approaches, Zombie Theory
thinks through what the walking undead reveal about our relationships to the world and to each other. Contributors: Fred Botting, Kingston U; Samuel
Byrnand, U of Canberra; Gerry Canavan, Marquette U; Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, George Washington U; Jean Comaroff, Harvard U; John Comaroff,
Harvard U; Edward P. Comentale, Indiana U; Anna Mae Duane, U of Connecticut; Karen Embry, Portland Community College; Barry Keith Grant,
Brock U; Edward Green, Roosevelt U; Lars Bang Larsen; Travis Linnemann, Eastern Kentucky U; Elizabeth McAlister, Wesleyan U; Shaka
McGlotten, Purchase College-SUNY; David McNally, York U; Tayla Nyong’o, Yale U; Simon Orpana, U of Alberta; Steven Shaviro, Wayne State U;
Ola Sigurdson, U of Gothenburg; Jon Stratton, U of South Australia; Eugene Thacker, The New School; Sherryl Vint, U of California Riverside;
Priscilla Wald, Duke U; Tyler Wall, Eastern Kentucky U; Jen Webb, U of Canberra; Jeffrey Andrew Weinstock, Central Michigan U.
It's Beginning to Look a Lot Like Zombies Sep 29 2019 The snow is falling, the holidays are approaching and…It’s Beginning to Look a Lot Like
Zombies! This delightfully depraved book of classic Zombie Christmas carols by Michael P. Spradlin is guaranteed to spread Yuletide cheer to all
those good boys and ghouls who devoured the monster New York Times bestsellers Pride and Prejudice and Zombies and World War Z, as well as
fans of 28 Days Later and Shaun of the Dead. With an introduction by the inimitable Christopher Moore—bestselling author of Bloodsucking Fiends,
You Suck, and the classic “heartwarming tale of Christmas terror” The Stupidest Angel—It’s Beginning to Look a Lot Like Zombies is a great gift for
stuffing into a Christmas stocking…provided you remove the bloody severed foot first!
Generation Dead Apr 16 2021 All over the tri-state area, something strange is happening. Teenagers who die aren't staying dead. They are coming back
to life, but they come back different - they stutter and their reactions to everything are slower. Termed 'living impaired' or 'differently biotic', there are
lots of conspiracy theories to explain this new phenomenon. But as their numbers keep on growing, so does the discomfort of the living people in the
community. When Phoebe falls for Tommy Williams, her best friend and star of the football team, Adam, has conflicting emotions. And when Tommy
decides to try out for the football team, it sets off a chain of events that escalates into deadly violence.
Undead Ultra Jul 20 2021 Undead: a reanimated corpse with a craving for human flesh. Ultramarathon: any footrace longer than a traditional marathon
(26.2 miles). For ultrarunners Kate and Frederico, a typical Saturday morning is spent pounding out a twenty- to thirty-mile "fun run." It's during one
of their runs that an insidious illness descends upon northern California, turning humans into flesh-shredding zombies. When Kate receives a desperate
call from her son, Carter, she and Frederico flee their hometown and set out to help him. The only problem? Carter attends college over two hundred
miles away and the freeways-clogged with car wrecks, zombies, and government blockades-are impassable. Running back roads and railroad tracks
becomes their only means of travel, but neither of them has ever run so far before. As pain, injuries, hunger, and fatigue plague them, getting to Carter
and staying alive seem impossible. It's either outrun the undead or become one of them, and for Kate, death is not an option.
Zombie Inc. Nov 11 2020 WELCOME! To Zombie, Inc. The United Five State Republic's leading manufacturer of zombie defense systems! In
business since 2027, Zombie, Inc. puts YOU first. YOUR safety is our MAIN GOAL! Our many home defense options - from Ze Fence(r) to Ze
Popper(r) to Ze Shed(r) - fit every need and every budget. Use Scan Code "TELL ME MORE!" for your FREE, in-home*, no obligation consultation!
*Schedule your appointment with the confidence that you will NEVER HAVE TO LEAVE YOUR HOME! It isn't safe out there and we know it better
than most! Our sales staff is FULLY TRAINED to handle any and all adversarial encounters with the living and the undead. __________ Twenty-five
years after the deadly plague, the United Five State Republic's most successful company, Zombie, Inc., is in trouble. Will a simple case of dwindling
supply and lessening demand be the end of them or will Zombie, Inc. find a way, however unpalatable, to su
Zombie Lake May 18 2021 Mo Collins had been sailing around America's rivers in a replica pirate ship, but now he's the reluctant Hero of a growing
cast of survivors in a zombie apocalypse. There's The Expert, The Tech, The Oracle, The Sacrifice and the list keeps growing and growing. Reality
mimics fiction as Mo and his crazy band of followers play their roles, gather more characters, and begin to carve out an island sanctuary in this plague
ridden world. Only here the monsters are blue, naked, yellow-eyed and roam the night, seeking untainted flesh not to mention leaving a disgusting
mess in their wake...it's like a horror show! Welcome aboard, friend to Zombie Lake where the fish bite, the Zombies bite...sometimes life bites.
On Her Majesty's Behalf Nov 23 2021 The outrageously inventive follow-up to By the Blood of Heroes—Inglourious Basterds meets Dawn of the
Dead in this steampunk alternate history World War I zombie novel. At the close of 1917, the Germans introduced a new type of gas, TLeiche—“corpse gas”—a revolutionary weapon that changed the war. Instead of killing the living, T-Leiche resurrected the bodies of the dead. Though
they survived the killing fields of France, the danger has only just begun for veteran Captain Michael "Madman" Burke and company. They've just
been assigned a new mission: rescue Princess Veronica, the sole surviving member of the British royal family. But Kaiser Manfred Von Richthofen,
the undead Red Baron and new leader of Germany, is determined to find Veronica as well. In the devastated, zombie-infested city of London, Burke
and his men will face off in an unholy battle with their most formidable opponent yet: a team led by none other than his infected former right-hand
man, Sergeant Moore. If they don't succeed, all of Britain will fall into undead Central hands.
Dating the Undead Jun 18 2021 "Snarky, sexy, and steamy as a sauna." —KATIE MACALISTER, New York Times bestselling author There's more
than one way to keep a vampire up all night. V-Date.com. It's the vampire dating site. And if you're a mortal who's getting a little too close to learning
our secrets, I'm the guy who swoops in to make you forget. But don't worry: I only bite sometimes. I was great at my job until I met Silver—sarcastic,
sexy, spunky Silver. I can't bring myself to make her forget about our kind. About me. It's all I can do not to throw her down on the kitchen counter and
have my way with her, fangs and all. She says she's just looking for a good time, and I'm just the vampire to give it to her—over and over again. I went
into this looking for a good tumble, but even I have to admit that things are changing between us. Good god, I want to hold her hand. In public. Undead
Dating Service: Dating the Undead (Book 1) Romancing the Undead (Book 2) Praise for Dating the Undead: "Quick, sharp wit that sinks its fangs into
the reader and doesn't let go!" —MOLLY HARPER, acclaimed author of Sweet Tea and Sympathy and the Half-Moon Hollow series
One Undead Step Oct 11 2020 Many people know that the 1969 moon landing was faked, but are unaware of the actual circumstances. Find out how
the U.S. faked the moon landing to avert the zombie apocalypse as the lives of a disgraced B-movie director, a bar owner, some drunks, an Army
Ranger unit, a bunch of gangsters, an affluent but very dysfunctional family, and a few cops come together in One Undead Step. One year after
Romero shocked the world with Night of the Living Dead, a small city is rocked by grisly killings, the gory details of which are only known through
whispered rumors. The government presence that makes the populace all the more nervous is unable to contain the impending threat that grows out of
control on a hot, humid night in Mid-July. As the city's residents fight for their lives, the Military rushes to make a film about two men landing a small
spacecraft on the moon. Will their plan work? Find out as an evil man finds redemption, some soldiers choose between their mission and duty, a young

couple finds forbidden love, an older couple reignites their passion, and a bartender gets stiffed for lots of drinks in One Undead Step.
The Undead. Day Seven Jul 28 2019 The Undead. The UK's #1 Horror Series by Washington Post bestselling author RR Haywood. The Undead. Day
Seven A deadly infection spreads across Europe. The Undead Series: A terrifying account of one man desperately struggling to survive this harrowing
event.
Handling the Undead Jun 30 2022 In his new novel, John Ajvide Lindqvist does for zombies what his previous novel, Let the Right One In, did for
vampires. Across Stockholm the power grid has gone crazy. In the morgue and in cemeteries, the recently deceased are waking up. One grandfather is
alight with hope that his grandson will be returned, but one husband is aghast at what his adored wife has become. A horror novel that transcends its
genre by showing what the return of the dead might really mean to those who loved them.
Extinct Aug 09 2020 The end of the world has been avoided--for now. With Miri and her team of extracted heroes still on the run, Mother, the
disgraced former head of the British Secret Service, has other ideas... While Mother retreats to her bunker to plot her next move, Miri, Ben, Safa and
Harry travel far into the future to ensure that they have prevented the apocalypse. But what they find just doesn't make sense. London in 2111 is on the
brink of annihilation. What's more, the timelines have been twisted. Folded in on each other. It's hard to keep track of who is where. Or, more
accurately, who is when. The clock is ticking for them all. With nothing left to lose but life itself, our heroes must stop Mother--or die trying.
Extracted Feb 12 2021
The Good, the Bad, and the Undead May 30 2022 The second novel in the addictive bestselling supernatural series begun with Dead Witch Walking.
To save herself and her vampire roommate, former bounty hunter Rachel Morgan must confront six feet of sheer supernatural seduction—the vampire
master—and dark secrets she’s hidden even from herself.
Zombie Apocalypse! Fightback Feb 01 2020 This long-awaited sequel to the bestselling Zombie Apocalypse! is once again a 'mosaic novel' which
weaves together contributions from big-name horror writers in the form of essays, reports, letters, official documents and transcripts to create a
coherent and compelling narrative. In volume one old-school, flesh-eating zombies spread 'The Death' around the world. Now, the fightback begins.
Praise for Zombie Apocalypse: Clever, gruesome, poignant and pacy . . . it's hard to avoid this book's clutches - much like the shambling corpses that
fill its pages. Financial Times. 'An innovative, collaborative venture.' The Bookseller. 'Moving, funny, terrifying and strikingly original.' SFX.
Valley of Bones Apr 28 2022 For millennia, two groups of immortals have roamed the earth in a spiritual chess game for human souls. Now they enter
the time of Final Vengeance. On one side are the Collectors--unholy, undead entities who feed on misery and blood. In opposition are the Nistarim-saints raised from their tombs during the Nazarene's resurrection, who work to protect mankind. Natira, a powerful Collector infused with Judas's
blood, is on the verge of finding the last of the Nistarim. To destroy them all in one master stroke, he must find the Nazarene's Crown of Thorns which
is believed to be buried near Jerusalem. But the Nistarim have a potent weapon of their own, a boy who carries immortal blood. He has been hiding
and waiting until now, when both sides collide in a battle of biblical proportions at Israel's historic Valley of Bones. The Jerusalem's Undead Trilogy
takes readers on a riveting journey, as imaginative fiction melds with biblical and archaeological history.
Bauhaus Undead Sep 09 2020
Executed Dec 13 2020
Days 1 To 4 Dec 01 2019 One day, the power goes off and the world falls silent. And in two very different parts of America, two very different
nightmares are about to begin. In Manhattan, Elizabeth and her brother Henry are all alone in their parents' apartment. Looking out the window, they
can see the carnage slowly spreading through the city. But as hopes fade for their parents to come back, Elizabeth and Henry discover that dangers
might alread have entered the building. Meanwhile, in Oklahoma, Thomas and his family live on an isolated farm. They too have noticed that
something has changed, and a chance encounter on a deserted road leads to a moment of pure horror. An infection is spreading, and soon more victims
begin to fall.
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